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1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 To seek approval to formally publish the third annual review of the Solihull Brownfield 
Land Register. 

2. Decision(s) recommended 

2.1 That as part of the review of the Solihull Brownfield Land Register: 

(a) The entries on the current Register be updated to reflect the changes set out in 
Appendix A; and 

(b) The sites identified in Appendices C and D of this report be added to Part 1 of 
the Register. 

3. Matters for Consideration 

3.1 In April 2017 the Government introduced a requirement on Local Planning Authorities 
(LPAs) to publish a Brownfield Land Register (BLR), and thereafter to review the 
register at least once every 12 months.  This will be the third annual review of the 
Register. 



 

 
 

Background 

3.2 A BLR is a list of previously developed sites that are potentially suitable for residential 
development and it is to be kept in 2 parts: 

 Part 1 includes all sites categorised as previously developed land which are 
considered suitable for residential development. 

 Part 2 allows LPAs to select sites from Part 1 and grant “permission in 
principle” (PiP) for housing led development. PiP will establish the fundamental 
principles of development in terms of the use, location and amount of 
development. In some respects it is similar to an outline consent, however, 
planning permission does not exist until a later Technical Details Consent 
(TDC) is applied for and approved. 

3.3 Sites are required to meet to meet the Government’s definition of previously 
developed land as set out in the glossary at Annex 2 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), which is: 

“Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including the curtilage 
of the developed land (although it should not be assumed that the whole of the 
curtilage should be developed) and any associated fixed surface infrastructure. 
This excludes: land that is or was last occupied by agricultural or forestry 
buildings; land that has been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal 
by landfill, where provision for restoration has been made through development 
management procedures; land in built-up areas such as residential gardens, 
parks, recreation grounds and allotments; and land that was previously developed 
but where the remains of the permanent structure or fixed surface structure have 
blended into the landscape.” 

3.4 Previously developed sites in the Green Belt may be considered if they meet the 
criteria.  

3.5 Land is only included on the Register if it meets the definition and is considered 
suitable, available and achievable as defined by the Town and Country Planning 
(Brownfield Land Register) Regulations 2017 (the Regulations) as follows: 

o Suitable: 

- Land which has planning permission, a grant of planning permission in 
principle or allocated in a local development plan document for residential 
development. 

- In the opinion of the LPA is appropriate for residential development having 
regard to impact on the natural and built environment, local amenity and any 
representations received. 

o Available: 

- The owner / developer has expressed intention to sell or develop the land 

- There are no other issues relating land ownership or other legal impediments 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPPF_Feb_2019_revised.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPPF_Feb_2019_revised.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/403/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/403/contents/made


 

 
 

which may prevent development.  

o Achievable:  

- Development is likely to take place within 15 years.  

3.6 However, entry onto Part 1 of the Register does not guarantee that a site would 
progress to Part 2 of the Register or receive planning permission. 

3.7 The first Solihull BLR was published in April 2018. It was informed by a specific and 
targeted brownfield land ‘Call for Sites’ exercise, as well as utilising existing sources of 
information such as the most recent Strategic Housing and Employment Land 
Availability Assessment (SHELAA), and additional sites promoted through the Local 
Plan Review process. An examination of the planning register was also undertaken to 
identify all brownfield sites with an unimplemented extant planning permission for 
residential development.  

3.8 Given the importance of establishing a full and comprehensive a list of suitable 
brownfield sites for Part 1 of the Register, particularly in the context of the current 
review of the Local Plan, no sites were put forward for inclusion on Part 2 of the BLR. 

3.9 In accordance with the Regulations the LPA must review the entries on the Register at 
least once within each register year. The first and second updates of the BLR were 
approved for publication by the Cabinet Member at the November 2018 and 
November 2019 decision sessions respectively. 

3.10 In the interests of consistency and to ensure that information is standardised, all Local 
Authorities are required to publish brownfield land data to an agreed format, 
containing pre-determined data fields. Up until October 2019, a site was removed from 
the Brownfield Land Register once it had been developed or was no longer 
considered to meet the definition of brownfield land. However, guidance now requires 
that if the site no longer needs to be listed, it should remain on the register for 
historical reasons and not be deleted. 

3.11 In such cases an additional ‘end date’ data field should be completed which shows the 
date the site was developed or no longer meets the requirements for inclusion on the 
Register. 

4. Brownfield Land Register Update 

4.1 The third annual update of the BLR is now due. The Council’s approach to updating 
the BLR has been has follows: 

- Use the current BLR as the starting point for the review; 

- Keep all existing sites on the BLR, noting where there has been a change in 
circumstances which will require amendments to be made. This includes the 
completion of an ‘end date’ for sites that have an implemented planning permission 
or no longer meet the requirements to be included on the Register 

- Assess any new sites that have been submitted for inclusion on the BLR since its 
last publication; 

http://eservices.solihull.gov.uk/mgInternet/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=525&MId=7125
http://eservices.solihull.gov.uk/mgInternet/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=654&MId=7927


 

 
 

- Assess any new sites that have been promoted through the Local Plan Review 
process that have not already been considered; 

- Review the planning register to identify any new brownfield sites with an 
unimplemented extant planning permission for residential development. 

4.2 The Council has not undertaken a specific ‘call for brownfield sites’ exercise for this 
update as there is now more general awareness of BLRs along with the opportunity to 
submit sites at any point throughout the year. Furthermore, a number of additional 
sites have been submitted through the Local Plan Review process. These have also 
been considered as part of this third annual update. Consequently, there will be no 
Part 2 of the Register at this stage, but a continued focus on ensuring a 
comprehensive Part 1 Register. 

4.3 Taking the existing 2019 BLR as the starting point, a total of 68 sites meeting the 
requirements are included on the Register. They yield an estimated capacity of 
between 1558 and 2407 dwellings1. Having reviewed these sites, a number have had 
a change in their planning status (e.g. a planning permission that has now been 
implemented). The BLR will need to be updated accordingly and as a result of the 
review, 7 sites have had a change in circumstances such that they will remain on the 
register with an ‘end date’. This reflects that the site has been developed or is no 
longer considered to meet the requirements for inclusion, but should remain on the 
Register for information purposes. 

4.4 A summary of changes to the entries on the existing BLR is provided at Appendix A. 

4.5 Whilst a targeted call for Brownfield sites has not been specifically undertaken for this 
current review of the BLR, stakeholders are free to suggest sites for specific inclusion 
on the Register at any time. Two sites have been submitted for inclusion in this third 
annual update.  These sites has been assessed, firstly to determine whether they fall 
within the NPPF definition of previously developed land and secondly to establish if 
the site is suitable, available and achievable as defined by the Regulations.  The 
assessments are provided at Appendix B and conclude that the sites do not meet the 
requirements to be included on the BLR. 

4.6 Since publication of the last BLR update, a total of 29 new sites have also been 
promoted for inclusion in the Council’s Local Plan Review. Having assessed whether 
these sites are suitable for inclusion on the BLR, 2 are considered to meet the 
requirements and will therefore be added to the Register. These sites and their 
assessments are included at Appendix C. Based on the context and characteristics of 
the sites, an estimated capacity range has been suggested. Given that they are 
previously developed sites in the Green Belt, the indicative capacity must be based on 
a policy compliant scheme; for instance a redevelopment that does not have a 
materially greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt.  It should also be noted 
that this is only an indicative capacity at this stage – more specific capacities will be 
known if and when sites are taken forward through the planning application process.  
This would allow detailed design matters to be taken into account and, if relevant, any 
‘very special circumstances’ cases if a more intense development of a Green Belt site 

                                            
1 However, many of the sites are already included in the Council’s land supply assumptions and are accounted 
for or included in the Local Plan Review. 



 

 
 

were to be pursued.  

4.7 Finally, having examined the planning register since the last update of the BLR, a 
further 5 sites with an unimplemented extant planning permission for residential 
development, which meet the definition of previously developed land, have been 
identified. As part of this third annual update, these will be added to the BLR as their 
suitability for residential development has already been established through the 
planning application process. These sites are identified in Appendix D.  

Summary 

4.8 Where a site on the existing BLR has had a change in planning status, the Register 
will be updated to reflect this (as per Appendix A). The BLR will also include 2 new 
sites that have been identified through the Local Plan Review ‘Call for Sites’ (as per 
Appendix C) and a further 5 sites identified from the Planning Register will be added 
to the BLR (as per Appendix D). 

5. What options have been considered and what is the evidence telling us about 
them? 

5.1 In accordance with the Regulations, the local planning authority must review the 
entries in the Register at least once within each Register year. Whilst the Council 
could choose to review the Register more frequently than this, the option of not 
reviewing the Register would not be compliant with the regulations. 

6. Reasons for recommending preferred option 

6.1 The Council’s first BLR was published in April 2018 following completion of non-
statutory additional steps, including a specific ‘call for brownfield sites’ exercise and 
consultation on a draft Register. As a result, the Council carried out a meaningful and 
robust exercise to identify suitable, available and achievable brownfield land. This was 
appropriate as it was the first BLR to be adopted. 

6.2 A lighter touch approach to reviewing the register is considered a proportionate and 
balanced approach, especially for the first few annual reviews and given that new 
sites have continued to be submitted and identified as part of the current review of the 
Local Plan. Periodically it may be appropriate to repeat the additional non-statutory 
steps to add value to future reviews, but this is not considered necessary on an 
annual basis. 

6.3 If the Council does not review its Brownfield Land Register at least once within each 
register year, it will not fulfil its statutory duty. 

7. Implications and Considerations 

7.1 State how the proposals in this report contribute to the priorities in the Council Plan: 

Priority: Contribution: 

Economy: Brownfield land can make an important 
contribution towards the supply of land to 

https://www.solihull.gov.uk/Portals/0/Ourvisionandpriorities/Council_plan.pdf


 

 
 

1. Revitalising our towns and local 
centres. 

2. UK Central (UKC) and maximising the 
opportunities of HS2. 

3. Increase the supply of housing, 
especially affordable and social 
housing. 

accommodate the borough’s housing 
needs. The BLR will complement the 
existing local plan processes for identifying 
sites that are suitable for housing. 

Environment: 

4. Enhance Solihull’s natural environment. 
5. Improve Solihull’s air quality. 
6. Reduce Solihull’s net carbon emissions. 

In order to ensure that Green Belt release is 
kept to a minimum, the annual review of the 
BLR demonstrates that the Council is 
seeking to exhaust all opportunities to 
identify brownfield land that is suitable, 
available and achievable. 

People and Communities: 

7. Take action to improve life chances in 
our most disadvantaged communities. 

8. Enable communities to thrive. 
9. Sustainable, quality, affordable 

provision for adults & children with 
complex needs. 

The identification and redevelopment of 
brownfield sites can help to bring more land 
forward for meeting development needs 
and/or secure better development outcomes 
for local communities. 

7.2 Consultation and Scrutiny: 

7.2.1 There is no statutory requirement for consultation at this stage. To date, there have 
been no scrutiny issues with regard to the requirement to publish or review the BLR. 

7.3 Financial implications: 

7.3.1 Both the initial establishment and the on-going maintenance and review of the BLR 
has placed additional workload on officers. Whilst it is difficult to assess the exact cost 
of the work as it sits within the wider functions of the service rather than as a discrete 
task, the costs have broadly been met by the provision of New Burdens funding from 
the MHCLG specifically for BLRs. 

7.4 Legal implications: 

7.4.1 The LPA will not fulfil its statutory duty if entries on the BLR are not reviewed at least 
once within each Register year. 

7.5 Risk implications: 

7.5.1 None identified. 

7.6 Equality implications: 

7.6.1 None identified. 
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